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Amaronia Ltd. to distribute era-contact GmbH
UIC- and HAKU-Connectors
Distribution in Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico,
Peru, South Africa, Israel, and Australia
Espoo, Finland, April 3rd 2018 – Amaronia Ltd. and era-contact GmbH today announced a new
distribution agreement, whereas Amaronia Ltd. will start, with immediate effect, to distribute eracontact GmbH UIC and HAKU-Connectors, designed for the railway industry. The agreement covers the
territories of Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Peru, South Africa,
Israel, and Australia.
“We are extremely proud to corporate with era-contact to expand their business, by
providing the Amaronia expertise, experience and network of local added value
partners. The era-contact GmbH product range is widely accepted in the industry as
being very high-quality, reliable and cost efficient.” said Samuel Krüger, CEO &
Partner of Amaronia Ltd.
The UIC- UIC552 VE, UIC558 VE and UIC541 VE are industry standard, high quality connectors, designed
to be used to enable railway coaches or wagons to connect the power easily and reliably to each other.
The connectors are crucial for a reliable operation, where power needs to be distributed from coach to
coach. The HAKU-connectors are designed to be used for filling level monitoring, e.g. for diesel-powered
vehicles or diesel locomotives or for locomotive lighting.

“With our series of UIC connectors 552, 558, 541 and UIC IT we have successfully established ourselves
on the market. Now we want to expand our network - the expertise that Amaronia can offer us as a top
partner made it easy for us to decide to work together. We look forward to a productive cooperation.”
said Christoph Schill, Director of Sales era-contact.
Amaronia Ltd. www.amaronia.com
Established in 2014, Amaronia Ltd. is a company focused on helping to deliver marketing and sales
services for customers seeking support in expanding to new geographical areas they have no previous
experience in. Amaronia’s expertise can be found in the transportation segment, and is supported by a
wide range of cultural and language understanding and a large network of local partners.
era-contact GmbH www.era-contact.com
era-contact, a company of the aichele GROUP, is a medium-sized, owner-managed family business in the
second generation. With around 90 years of experience, era-contact operates successfully in the railway,
automotive, commercial vehicle, construction machinery, measurement and medical technology sectors
as well as in mechanical and plant engineering. As the world market leader for electrical rail couplings
and as an innovative system provider for high-tech products and solutions in the field of cable assembly,
UIC connector systems and contact systems, era-contact manufactures local by local and supplies
business partners and customers worldwide.
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If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Goran Lindblad at +358 40 128 0917
or email at goran.lindblad@amaronia.com.
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